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Abstract
In this paper, we study the generalized uncertainty principle (GUP) effects for the van der Waals
(vdW) black holes. We use the GUP-corrected black hole temperature to obtain the modified vdW
black hole solution. We also study the thermodynamics and phase transition of GUP-corrected
vdW black holes. We show that small black holes are unstable when GUP is taken into account.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the revolutionary papers of Bekenstein and Hawking, black hole thermodynamics
has been one of the most important subject among the researchers in the scientific com-
munity [1–6]. Considering black holes with temperature and entropy gives us new oppor-
tunities to explore many interesting thermodynamic phenomena. Furthermore, black hole
thermodynamics gives the first hints of quantum gravity. It also gives the fundamental links
between general relativity, thermodynamics and quantum mechanics. One may naturally
ask whether black hole as a thermodynamic system shares any similarities with general
thermodynamic system or not. These similarities become more clear and certain for black
holes in anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime. Black holes in AdS spacetime have been studied
widely in the literature since the pioneer paper of Hawking and Page [7]. They found a
first order phase transition between Schwarzschild AdS black hole and thermal AdS space.
Interestingly when Schwarzschild AdS black hole is generalized to charged or rotating case,
it shows the vdW fluids like behaviors. The authors of [8, 9] studied the thermodynamics of
charged AdS black holes and they found vdW like first order small−large black hole phase
transition. This type of phase transition becomes more clear in the extended phase space
where the cosmological constant is considered as a thermodynamic pressure. Once treating
the cosmological constant as a thermodynamic pressure,
P = − Λ
8pi
, (1)
naturally gives its conjugate quantity as a thermodynamic volume
V =
(
∂M
∂P
)
S,Q,J
. (2)
The charged AdS black hole thermodynamics and phase transition were studied by Kubiznak
and Mann[10]. They showed the charged AdS first order small−large black hole phase
transition has the same characteristic behaviour with vdW fluids. They were also obtained
critical exponents which coincide the exponents of vdW fluids. Up to now, their study has
been extended for various solutions of black holes in the AdS spacetime [11–38].(One can
refer to the recent comprehensive reviews [39, 40] and references therein.)
Based on the above fact, one may consider four dimensional metric form of the van der
waals fluids in the context of Einstein gravity. Therefore, Rajagopal et al. [42] obtained
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vdW black hole solution that has the same thermodynamics with vdW fluids.(See [43, 44]
for the thermodynamics of vdW black holes.) In their interesting paper, they also argued
the corresponding stress energy tensor for their solution. They found stress energy tensor
obeys energy conditions for a certain range of metric parameter. They also showed their
solution is interpreted as near horizon metric. Following the methods in [42] , a few AdS
black hole solutions, which match the thermodynamics of a certain equation of states, were
proposed in the literature. In [45] , Delsate and Mann generalized the vdW solution in d
dimensions. In [46] , Setare and Adami obtained Polytropic black hole solution which has
the identical thermodynamics with that of the polytropic gas. Interestingly, under the small
effective pressure limit, Abchouyeh et al. [47] obtained Anyon black hole solution which
corresponds to thermodynamics of Anyon vdW fluids. Anyons are the particles that have
the intermediate statistics between Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics. Then exact
solution of Anyon black hole [48] was obtained by Xu. Finally, Debnath constructed a black
hole solution whose thermodynamics matches the thermodynamics of modified Chaplygin
gas [49].
One can also consider above-mentioned black hole solution in the context of quantum
gravity. Effects of quantum gravity are no longer negligible near the Planck scale and there-
fore various quantum gravity approaches suggest that thermodynamics of black hole should
be modified [50–53]. Since a black hole is a gravitational system, quantum effects of such a
system provide information about quantum gravity. Motivated by this fact, Upadhyay and
Pourhassan [54] studied the modification of d−dimensional vdW black hole for the ther-
mal fluctuations interpreted as an quantum effects. They investigated thermal fluctuations
effects on the thermodynamics of d−dimensional vdW black hole. In this paper, we want
to explore the generalized uncertainty principle effects for the four dimensional vdW black
holes. GUP is one of the phenomenological quantum gravity models and is considered as an
modification of standard uncertainty principle [55, 56]. Therefore, it is possible to modified
the thermodynamics of black hole by taking into account the quantum gravity effects near
the Planck scale[57–60].
The paper is arranged as follows: We first review the heuristic derivation of modified
Hawking temperature, which was proposed by Xiang and Wen [61], with the generalized
uncertanity principle. Next, we modify the vdW solution by using the modified Hawking
temperature and then we check the energy conditions for stress energy tensor in Sect. III. In
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Sect. IV, we investigate the GUP corrected thermodynamics quantities and phase transition.
Finally, we discuss our results in Sect. V. (We use the units GN = kB = c = Lpl = 1).
II. GUP-CORRECTED BLACK HOLE TEMPERATURE
In this section, we will briefly review a generic GUP correction approach to semi-classical
Hawking Temperature [61]. The simplest form of GUP is given by
∆x∆p ≥ ~ + α
~
∆p2 , (3)
where α is a positive constant. In order to get correction to black hole thermodynamics, we
need to solve the inequality in Eq.(3) for the momentum uncertanity ∆p. The solution is
given by
∆p ≥ ~
2α
(
∆x−
√
∆x2 − 4α
)
, (4)
where we choose the lower bound of the inequality since we can recover the standard uncer-
tainty principle in the limit α→ 0. Series expanison of Eq.(4) yields
∆p ≥ ~
∆x
+
~α
∆x3
+O(α2) . (5)
Therefore, we can obtain ∆x∆p by using the above statement
∆x∆p ≥ ~
(
1 +
α
∆x2
+O(α2)
)
= h′ , (6)
where the rhs of the inequality can be considered as an effective Planck constant ~′. On the
other hand, when the black hole absorbs a particle, the smallest increase of black hole area
is given by
∆A ≥ ∆x∆p . (7)
Taking the uncertanity of position ∆x ≈ 2rh and using the Eq.(6) with the Eq.(7), one can
obtain the increase of the area as
∆A ≥ γ~′ = γ~
(
1 +
α
4r2h
+O(α2)
)
, (8)
where rh stands for event horizon of black hole and γ is a calibration factor which can be
obtained in the limit α→ 0. Moreover, when the particle is absorbed, the minimum increase
in black hole entropy is given (∆S)min = ln 2. So we can obtain
dA
dS
' (∆A)min
(∆S)min
=
~γ
ln 2
(
1 +
α
4r2h
+O(α2)
)
. (9)
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Using the temperature of black hole T = dA
dS
× κ
8pi
with Eq.(9), one can find
T =
~γ
ln 2
(
1 +
α
4r2h
+O(α2)
)
× κ
8pi
, (10)
where κ is the surface gravity of the black hole. In order to find γ, we should check the
GUP-modified temperature in the limit α→ 0. The Eq.(10) should give the standard result
T = κ/2pi when α goes to zero. Therefore we find the calibration factor γ equals 4 ln 2.
Finally we find
T =
~′κ
2pi
. (11)
which is the GUP modified temperature for static and spherically symmetric black holes.
In this section, we briefly review the generic GUP correction to black hole temperature.
In the next section, we will use Eq.(11) to modify the vdW black hole solution. For the
clarity of the following discussions, we choose ~ = 1 in the rest of the paper.
III. GUP-CORRECTED VDW BLACK HOLES
vdW equation of state is a generalized version of ideal gas equation. It is given by
P =
T
v − b −
a
v2
. (12)
Here v = V/N denotes the specific volume, a > 0 constant is a measure of the attraction
between the particles and b > 0 is a measure of the particle volume. One can use vdW
equation for describing the behavior of liquid−gas phase transition. In order to construct
a solution whose thermodynamic matches with that of Eq.(12), we start with the following
spherically symmetric ansatz for the metric
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2 , (13)
f =
r2
l2
− 2M
r
− h(r, P ) , (14)
where the function h(r, P ) can be obtained by using GUP-corrected black hole temperature.
Now, we assume that the given metric is a solution of the Einstein field equation, Gµν +
Λgµν = 8piTµν . Here, we choose the stress energy tensor T
µν as an anisotropic fluid source
in the following form
T µν = ρeµ0e
ν
0 +
∑
i
pie
µ
i e
ν
i , (15)
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where eµi , ρ and pi denote the components of the vielbein (i = 1, 2, 3), energy density
and principle pressure, respectively. As a solution of Einstein field equation, we need a
physically meaningful stress energy source for our metric ansatz. Therefore, we require our
corresponding stress energy tensor should satisfy certain energy conditions such as weak,
strong and dominance energy conditions. One can easily obtain the energy density ρ and
principal pressures pi as follows
ρ = −p1 = 1− f − rf
′
8pir2
+ P , (16)
p2 = p3 =
rf ′′ + 2f ′
16pir
− P , (17)
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to r. The mass of black hole can be
obtained by using the metric ansatz eq.(14)
M =
4
3
pir3hP −
h(rh, P )rh
2
. (18)
The thermodynamic quantities are
T =
~′κ
2pi
=
(
1 +
α
4r2h
)(
2Prh − h(rh, P )
4pirh
− 1
4pi
∂h(rh, P )
∂rh
)
, (19)
S =
∫
dM
T
= pir2h −
αpi
4
ln
(
4r2h + α
α
)
, (20)
V =
(
∂M
∂P
)
=
4
3
pir3h −
rh
2
∂h(rh, P )
∂P
, (21)
C =
∂M/∂rh
∂T/∂rh
=
8pir4h
(
−h+ rh
(
3rh
l2
− ∂h
∂rh
))
(4r2h + 3α)h+ rh
(
(4r2h − α)
(
3rh
l2
− ∂h
∂rh
)
− rh(4r2 + α)∂2h∂r2h
) , (22)
where we choose integration constant αpi
4
ln(α) to make a dimensionless logarithmic term in
Eq.(20). One can also define the specific volume of black hole by [39]
v = k
V
N
, (23)
where k = 4(d−1)
d−2 and in d = 4 dimensions k = 6. N is proportional to the horizon area of
black hole N = A
L2pl
with A = 4pir2h. Therefore, one can obtain
v =
k
4pir2h
[
4
3
pir3 − rh
2
∂h(rh, P )
∂P
]
. (24)
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In order to construct a solution whose thermodynamics is identical with the the vdW
fluids, we assume that h(r, P ) = A(r) − PB(r) and use the equality between Eq.(12) and
Eq.(19). Therefore we can write(
1 +
α
4r2h
)(
2Prh − h
4pirh
− h
′
4pi
)
=
(
P +
a
v2
)
(v − b) , (25)
where v = 2rh +
3B
4pirh
. The above equation can be written in the form F1(r) + F2(r)P = 0,
where the functions F1(r) and F2(r) depend on the functions A(r) and B(r) and their
derivatives. To solve the Eq.(25), we should independently take the functions F1(r) and
F2(r) equal zero,
F1(r) = − 1
4pi
(
1 +
α
4r2
)(
A′ +
A
r
)
− 16pi
2ar2
(8pir2 + 3B)2
(
2r +
3B
4pir
− b
)
= 0 , (26)
F2(r) =
1
4pi
(
1 +
α
4r2
)(
B′ +
B
rh
)
− 3B
4pir
+
α
2r
+ b = 0 . (27)
One can obtain
B(r) = 4pibr − 8pir
2
3
+ 8r2 +
(
2pib
3r
+ 3
)
α +O(α2) . (28)
For simplicity, we choose integration constant  = pi/3. So we obtain
B(r) = 4pibr +
(
1 +
2b
3r
)
piα . (29)
Now by substituting Eq.(29) into Eq.(26) and then expanding F1(r) up to second order of
α, one can find the following equation:
F1(r) = − 1
4pi
(
1 +
α
4r2
)(
A′ +
A
r
)
− 2a(b+ r)
(3b+ 2r)2
+
a(b+ 2r)(2b+ 3r)
4r2(3b+ 2r)3
α = 0 , (30)
and this equation yields the solution
A(r) = −2pia+ piab2(243b4(3b+2r)−9b2(18b+17r)α−(57b+43r)α2)
r(3b+2r)2(9b2+α)2
+apiα
3/2(−27b4+2αb2+5α2) arctan(2r/√α)
2r(9b2+α)3
+ 2piab(1458b
6+378αb4+9α2b2−5α3)
r(9b2+α)3
ln
(
3b+2r
2b
)
+ piαab(108b
4+45αb2+7α2)
r(9b2+α)3
ln
(
4r2+α
4b2
)
, (31)
where we choose the suitable integration constant to make the dimensionless logarithmic
terms. Using the solutions in Eq.(28) and Eq.(31), we can obtain modified h(r, P ) functions
and therefore we get the GUP-corrected vdW black hole solution. As it can be seen from
Eq.(28) and Eq.(31), the result in [42] are obtained in the limit α→ 0.
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For a valid physical solution, stress energy tensor should satisfy the certain energy condi-
tions. Therefore, one should also check the energy conditions for finding a physically sensible
solution [62]:
Weak : ρ ≥ 0 , ρ+ pi ≥ 0 (32)
Strong : ρ+
∑
ipi ≥ 0 ρ+ pi ≥ 0 (33)
Dominant : ρ ≥ 0 , ρ ≥ |pi| . (34)
In Fig.(1), we show that it is possible to satisfy the all energy conditions near the outer of
the horizon for the sufficiently small pressure. Since p2 is positive for a sufficiently large r,
it is not displayed in the figure. It seems our solution is near horizon solution.
In the next section, we will investigate the thermodynamics of GUP-corrected vdW black
holes.
IV. THERMODYNAMICS AND PHASE TRANSITION OF GUP-CORRECTED
VDW BLACK HOLES
Since we obtain the GUP-corrected h(rh, P ) function, we explore the GUP effects for the
thermodynamic quantities of vdW black hole. In Fig.(2), we show both semiclassical and
GUP-corrected entropies of vdW black hole. It is clearly obvious that GUP-corrected entropy
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
r
0.005
0.010
0.015
0.020
FIG. 1. (Color online). We only show the energy density ρ ( black dashed line), ρ+ p2 (red dotted
line) and ρ−p2 (blue solid line) for the sufficiently small pressure. Thick green vertical line presents
the event horizon. We set a = 12pi , b = 1, P = 0.001 and M = 0.16
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FIG. 2. (Color online). Semiclassical (black solid line) and GUP-corrected (red dashed line)
entropies as function of rh. We set a =
1
2pi , b = 1.
is always smaller than semiclassical entropy. Moreover, modified entropy is a monotonically
increasing function of rh for the region (0 < rh <∞) since
dS
drh
=
8pir3h
α + 4r2h
. (35)
In Fig.(3), semiclassical and modified temperatures are plotted in term of rh. GUP-
corrected temperature has an ustable branch for small black holes, while it has the same
characteristic behaviour with semiclassical temperature due to negligible quantum gravity
effects for the larger event horizons. The unstable branch corresponds to negative specific
heat region. Therefore vdW black hole is thermodynamically unstable for the values of
smaller event horizon in the presence of GUP effects. It is also clear that the temperature
increases for the GUP correction.
Now, we investigate the behaviour of heat capacity for thermodynamic stability and
possible phase transition of vdW black hole in Fig.(4). We observe that corrected heat
capacity diverges. So it shows the stable-unstable black hole phase transition in the presence
of GUP modification. Pradhan also reported a similar phase transition for vdW black hole
in [43], but the phase transition occurs at the negative values of event horizon. Therefore,
it is not physically acceptable.
It is also interesting to study P−V criticality of GUP-corrected vdW black hole. From
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FIG. 3. (Color online). Semiclassical (black solid line) and GUP-corrected (red dashed line)
temperatures as function of rh. We set a =
1
2pi , b = l = 1.
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FIG. 4. (Color online). Semiclassical (black solid line) and GUP-corrected (red dashed line) heat
capacities as function of rh. We set a =
1
2pi , b = l = 1.
Eq.(19) and corrected h(r, P ) function, one can obtain the equation of state
P =
16r3h(2rh + 3b)((2rh + 3b)
2T − 2a(rh + b)) + 4arh(2rh + b)(3rh + 2b)α
(2rh + 3b)3(4r2h + α)(8rh(rh + b) + α)
. (36)
In order to obtain the critical points, we should solve the following two equations:
∂P
∂rh
=
∂2P
∂r2h
= 0 . (37)
Since the Eq.(36) is very complicated, we have to find critical points numerically. We set
α = b = 1 and a = 1/2pi. So we find Tc = 0.03279, rc = 1.52439 and Pc = 0.00223. In Fig(5),
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FIG. 5. (Color online). The P − rh diagram. The temperature of isotherms decrease from top to
bottom and correspond to 1.3Tc(blue dotted line), Tc(red dashed line) and 0.7Tc(green solid line).
We set a = 12pi , b = 1.
we show the small-large black hole phase transition. Expect the unstable left branch, the
phase diagram mostly shows the well-known behavior of liquid-gas system. Similar behaviors
for the GUP corrected phase transition of charged AdS black hole were also showed in the
paper[28] by Sun and Ma.
As a result, instabilities occur for the small black holes when GUP effects are taken into
account.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we have considered the GUP-correction and obtained the GUP-corrected
vdW black hole solution. We have also investigated the thermodynamics quantities and the
phase transition of that black hole. Black hole thermodynamics should be modified since
the quantum gravity effects are taken into account near the Planck scale. Therefore we
have considered GUP modification for the vdW black holes. In order to obtain the solution,
we have used the GUP-corrected black hole equation of state with that of the vdW fluids.
Then, we have found the modified h(rh, P ) function.
Moreover, we have found the modified thermodynamic quantities. We have showed that
GUP-corrected entropy is always smaller than the semiclassical entropy. Modified temper-
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ature also increases in the presence of GUP-correction. In order to investigate any phase
transitions and thermodynamical stabilities, we have analyzed the specific heat. Interest-
ingly we have found stable-unstable black hole phase transition in the GUP-corrected vdW
black holes. Finally, we have presented the P-V criticality of GUP-corrected vdW black
holes.
In a summary, we have revealed some properties of thermodynamics and phase transition
of vdW black holes due to the GUP-corrections. It is also interesting to study higher-
dimensional vdW black holes for the GUP modifications since the importance of the partic-
ular dimensions[45] and our study can be generalized for the black hole solutions [46–49] in
this direction.
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